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Open Wide MOuth Rest

OWD–4 4 pack (Regular) $10.00

OWD–35* 35 pack (Regular) $43.00

OWD–50 50 pack (Regular) $52.00

OWD–100 100 pack (Regular) $94.00

 

Open Wide® Mouth Rest
Our Best-Selling, Inexpensive Mouth Rest
The Open Wide® Mouth Rest is an indispensable tool for keeping the mouth safely and 
reliably open when the person cared for has a tendency to bite down unexpectedly. 
Professionals and caregivers who care for fearful people tell us they could not do 
their work without this simple device in their toolkit. It is made from a special 
high-density foam that is difficult to bite through, with a rigid wooden core to add  
stability and strength. Although it is “disposable” in the dental office, it can be 
cleaned in hot water and used multiple times for the same person in the home 
environment. Our mouth rest is “user-friendly” – gentle in the mouth, and easy on 
the user’s hands.

The thick version has 40% more foam to withstand more aggressive biting pressure.
Important: Consult the appropriate authority in your state or facility for regulations that 
may pertain to the use of mouth rests.

Open Wide thick MOuth Rest

OWDT–4 4 pack (Thick) $13.00

OWDT–35* 35 pack (Thick) $55.00

OWDT–50 50 pack (Thick) $67.00

OWDT–100 100 pack (Thick) $118.00

 
Regular           Thick

The Thick Mouth Rest has 40% more foam.

* OWD–35 and OWDT–35 ship in a plastic storage container.
All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.

All of our
products are
latex-free!
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Featured Products
Specialized Care Co Inc creates unique products that help you provide safe, 
comfortable care. We invite you to take special note of the following recent product 
developments:

Our Rainbow® Knee-to-Knee Board now 
has with an additional Vinyl Lap Cover as 
part of the design.  This fabric extension 
adds more protection for the dentist’s 
lap, but can also be tucked away when 
not needed (page 5). 

The Stay N Place® Chair Liner now comes 
with a Duffel Storage Bag included in 
the price (page 7).

The Rainbow Wrap® now comes with  
a nylon case included in the price  
(page 14).

Our Rainbow® Airway Positioners (pages 
10-11) and our Rainbow Head Stabilizers 
(page 15) now come with a head strap 
that is narrower and softer.
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Rainbow® Lap Devices
Facilitating the “Knee-to-Knee” Technique for Infant Oral Exams 
The “knee-to-knee” technique allows the caregiver to help minimize movements, 
and is a comfort to the child, since he can see the caregiver during the exam. Our two 
Rainbow® Lap Devices make this technique more stable for the patient, and more 
sanitary for the dentist. Additionally, they help the child transition to the dental chair, 
and they present a more professional image to the parent. 

Rainbow® Lap Cushion
The Rainbow Lap Cushion, has a flexible design. It increases the child’s feeling of 
security, since it can be held behind him as he is tilted back into the lap of the dentist. 
Parents really appreciate the cushy “feel” of the product. It can be cleaned with a 
disinfectant, but it must dried immediately with a paper towel. The sheaths listed  
below are recommended as an alternative.
Important: Patient must always be held securely by the caregiver and/or dentist.

RainbOW Lap devices

R–LAP Rainbow Lap Cushion, 23''L x 15''W $85.00

RK–K BD Rainbow Knee-to-Knee Board, 16''L x 13''W $97.00

SH–100/RL Package of 100 Sheaths, Fits either style $29.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.
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Rainbow® Knee-to-Knee Board
The New Rainbow® Knee-to-Knee Board consists of a rigid platform, topped with 
a thick sheet of memory foam for patient comfort. This design is preferred by 
practitioners who desire the security of a more solid “bridge” between themselves 
and the caregiver. The soft vinyl casing makes the device durable and easy to clean 
between patients. Use the same method of disinfection that you use for your dental 
chairs, or use the sheaths specifically designed for the Rainbow Lap Devices. 

Inside is a thick sheet of memory 
foam – Parents love it!

Covered with a soft, durable, 
vinyl that is easily cleaned.

Vinyl lap cover can  
be used if desired for 
additional protection.

Cushioned side  
rails help keep  
the child centered,  
while the adults  
control movements.

The bottom has a non-slip 
fabric for added safety.

Vinyl lap cover, tucked.
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Stay N Place® Booster Seat
Save time, save your back and provide comfort for your young patients
Do you find yourself “scooting” young patients up to the top of the chair for treatment, 
only to have them slide back down when the chair back is lifted? Specialized Care Co. 
is pleased to offer the Stay N Place® Booster Seat, which gives children an extra 5'' of 
height. The vinyl-covered seat with a non-slip bottom is more efficient for you, and 
more pleasant for your patients. Get one for your office – your patients will love it and 
your back will thank you!
Important: Never leave patient unattended.

stay n pLace bOOsteR seat

SPBS Stay N Place Booster Seat  
(with Safety Belt) $145.00

RSB–2 Replacement Safety Belt $15.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.

The Stay N Place Booster Seat raises the 
patient to a comfortable height, and  
eliminates time-consuming “scooting up”.

After

The patient does not reach the headrest. 

Before
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The Stay N Place Chair Liner  
curves in at the neck area, to  
allow the head to tilt back,  
and to maximize oral access.

stay n pLace chaiR LineR

SPCL Stay N Place Chair Liner  
and Duffel Bag $157.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.

Stay N Place® Chair Liner
Help your fearful patients to de-stress in the dental chair
The Stay N Place® Chair Liner is so comfortable, patients relax! Our chair liner has 
a buttery-soft vinyl cover and a soft filling that displaces as the patient settles in. 
The liner conforms to the space between the patient’s body and the dental chair, so 
patients are more comfortable, and less fidgety. It is also a natural for patients who 
do not fit well in a standard dental chair. It is easily cleaned, and it has a non-slip 
bottom so it stays where you place it. It comes with duffel storage bag included in  
the price. Perfectly sized to accommodate a rolled-up Stay N Place Chair Liner, this 
nylon bag has handle straps and an adjustable arm strap, as well as a zippered 
exterior pocket.

All of our
products are
latex-free!
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The unique shape of our Head Cradle collapses against the dental 
chair as the patient is positioned, pushing the sides up into a  
“cradling” position. The SPHC-C is meant for smaller children, while  
the SPHC-U has more foam and is appropriate for teens and adults. 

Stay N Place® Pillows
Customize Your Dental Chair for the Needs of Your Patient
No matter how well your dental chair is designed, it simply cannot fit all patients 
equally well. The Stay N Place® pillows are designed to customize your chair to the 
needs of each patient. Having a “just right” pillow makes the dental environment 
more inviting, and allows the patient to “settle in”. All of our pillows are made of 
a fabric that flexes (so it’s comfortable), yet it resists fluids and is easily cleaned.  
The Stay N Place line has a strap that attaches with a quick add and release buckle.  
It keeps the pillow in place when the patient sits forward.

The Conforming Pillow conforms  
to each patient’s neck and head, 
and has a center cutaway for  
the nape of the neck.

C

The Neck Pillow supports the 
neck, helps keep the head tilted 
back, and can also be used as  
a shoulder roll.

BA
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Plastic asepsis sheaths have a 
hole to allow the pillow strap 
to pass through, and will fit all 
pillow configurations.

a. stay n pLace head cRadLe

SPHC–C Head Cradle – Child $39.00

SPHC–U Head Cradle $41.00

b. stay n pLace neck piLLOW

SPNP–P Neck Pillow – Pediatric $36.00

SPNP–A Head Cradle $42.00

c. stay n pLace cOnfORMing piLLOW

SPCP Conforming Pillow $39.00

d. stay n pLace knee piLLOW

SPKP–P Knee Pillow – Pediatric $42.00

SPKP–A Knee Pillow – Adult $46.00

e. stay n pLace pLastic sheaths

SH–100 Pkg of 100 sheaths for Pillows $21.00

RepLaceMent cOveRs
We invite you to call our toll-free number if you ever find that you 
need to replace the fabric cover on your Stay N Place Pillow.   
For day-to-day asepsis, use the SH-100 sheaths.

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.

The Knee Pillow relieves  
pressure on the lower back, 
and makes the patient more 
comfortable.

D

E

All of our
products are
latex-free!
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Rainbow® Airway Positioners
Maintain your patient’s “chin up” position 
The Rainbow® Airway Positioners help maintain an open airway by supporting the 
patient’s upper torso and neck. There are two types, as follows. 

RAP–2 
The RAP–2 is the most durable, and the most versatile. It has two head/neck cradles  
and a wedge-shaped pillow to lift the chest area. Each of the vinyl-covered pillows 
can be re-positioned to accommodate a range of patients. The RAP–2 can be cleaned 
using the surface disinfectant used on your dental chair. 

The RAP–2 has a pillowy construction for 
greater patient comfort.

All of our
products are
latex-free!
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RAP–3 
The RAP-3 is designed for firm, reliable support. Dentists sometimes 
prefer this style because it has a consistent degree of compression, 
especially important for sedation. Parents like it because it feels 
“cushy”,  reminiscent of memory foam. The device has contours to 
lift the chest area, and has a bowl shape for the head to provide the 
desired “chin up” position. The RAP-3 comes with a small foam pillow 
that can be placed into the bowl area to adjust the degree of head tilt, 
if necessary.  A head strap is included for optional use.
Important: Never leave patient unattended.

RainbOW aiRWay pOsitiOneR (includes head strap) 

RAP–2 Rainbow Airway Positioner (Soft Foam) 
RAP–2: 19'' long x 10.5'' wide x 3'' tall at the chest area. $98.00

RAP–3 Rainbow Airway Positioner for ages 4+ 
RAP–3: 17'' long x 11.5'' wide x 3'' tall at the chest area. $65.00

RHS–1 Replacement Head Strap $10.00

SH–100/R2 100 Protective Sheaths for both RAP styles $31.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.

The RAP–3 provides firm support, yet it is 
comfortable for the patient.
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Stay N Place® Head & Neck Rest
Use on Patient’s Own Chair to Support Head, Neck & Torso
This time-saving device supports a patient’s head, neck and torso when the 
patient prefers to remain in his or her own chair during dental treatment. It is 
a great patient accommodation for in-office as well for off-site care. All of the 
pillows can be re-positioned for comfort, and any of the pillows can be removed 
for a particular patient. 

The Stay N Place® Head & Neck Rest is placed behind the patient and held in 
place with straps behind the chair. The device can be angled (with the bottom 
edge forward) to achieve a patient tilt-back.

The Stay N Place Head & Neck Rest can be 
cleaned with the same surface disinfectant 
used for your dental chairs. Get one for your 
office or off-site practice today.
You may be able to take advantage of special tax 
credits. See the Document Download page on 
our website. 

Supports  
patient’s head

Supports  
patient’s neck

Lifts chest and 
helps keep  

airway open

Secures the  
Head & Neck  

Rest to the chair.

Supports  
patient’s  

lower back 

stay n pLace head & neck Rest

SPHNR Head & Neck Rest $164.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.
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Rainbow System Features 
▼ Padded board articulates for better 

comfort and stability. Non articulating 
boards also available.

▼ Knee Belt helps control kicking movements 
for the safety of all.

▼ Wrap has a slit for monitoring wires, but 
can also be used as a 1-piece wrap by using 
the Velcro patch.

▼ Mesh fabric is breathable to prevent 
overheating.

▼ Soft, colorful closures appeal to both 
parent and patient.

Components Described  . . . . . . . . .Pages 14-17
Ordering Details and Pricing . . . . Pages 18-19

Rainbow® Stabilizing System 
The Rainbow® Stabilizing System helps prevent sudden, unsafe patient 
movement that may be a danger to both patient and staff. 

13



Rainbow® Board 
The Rainbow® Board is the foundation of the Rainbow 
Stabilizing System. It provides a rigid yet comfortable 
platform for the wrap to enclose and stabilize the patient. 
All sizes are available as a straight board. Medium and 
Large sizes are also available with an articulating design 
for better stability on the dental chair. 

Rainbow Stabilizing System 
A Rainbow Stabilizing System consists of four possible components, plus accessories on the next pages.

1 2 Rainbow® Wrap 
The Rainbow® Wrap is made of a breathable mesh to avoid 
patient overheating. Rainbow colors give the wrap a friendly 
look, so it is better accepted by patients and parents. An  
opening in the wrap allows for monitoring wires and/or 
handholding. The Rainbow Wrap now comes with a nylon case 
included in the price.

14
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Rainbow® Head Tilt & Knee Support
The Rainbow® Head Tilt and Knee Support help keep the upper 
torso lifted, and the head in a “chin up” position, while the knee 
support relieves pressure on the lower back. Both items have 
a non-slip bottom.

Rainbow® Head Stabilizer
The Rainbow® Head Stabilizer helps minimize both up and 
down and side to side movements. It secures to the board  
with screws for reliable stability. Adjustable side pieces allow 
you to accommodate a wide range of patients, and the head 
strap is adjustable in several ways. The side panels tilt in at 
a slight angle for a snug fit, and have thick side cushions for 
patient comfort.

Always use a safety belt with any stabilizing device for the safety of 
your patient. Never leave patient unattended. Check state and/or 
facility regulations on the use of medical immobilization.

43

The Rainbow Knee SupportThe Rainbow Head Tilt

15
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Replacement Items and Additional Accessories for the Rainbow® Stabilizing System
You may be in need of these additional items. See price chart on page 19.

Rainbow® Knee Belt 
The Rainbow® Knee Belt is used with 
the Rainbow Board to control unsafe 
kicking movements. One comes 
with each wrap. To order extras, use 
the RKB codes.

Rainbow Wide Safety Belt 
The Rainbow Wide Safety Belt is 
longer, to go around the dental  
chair. Use RWSB code.

Wristlets 
Our customers love our new wristlet 
panel, which allows you to bring 
the wristlets to the patient, as 
opposed to awkwardly positioning 
the patient’s arm to apply them. 
The only issue is that the wristlets 
sometimes get lost. To order spares, 
use the RWC/PR code. 

Laundry Panel 
The Rainbow Laundry Panel is a light-
weight material placed over the Velcro® 
Hook during laundering to prevent lint 
pick-up. One comes with each wrap, and 
you can order replacements using the RLP 
codes.

Rainbow Wrap Bag 
One of these handy nylon storage cases 
with roomy interior and zippered outside 
compartment comes with each wrap  
you buy. One bag size fits any size wrap. 
If you need to purchase another, use the 
RWB code. 

Rainbow System Bags 
Rainbow System Bags safely and neatly 
store board, wrap, belts, etc. They are 
made of a tough canvas-like fabric for 
long-lasting protection. Made with arm 
straps and outside zippered pocket. Use 
the RST codes.

16
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Parent Education Tools for Rainbow® Stabilizing System
Help Parents Understand the Need for a Stabilizing System

Protective Stabilization Model
The Protective Stabilization Model helps dental staff demonstrate how the 
patient remains safely swaddled in the Rainbow® System while care is provided. 
This doll and miniature stabilizing system will quickly become an integral part of 
your informed consent procedure, especially when there is a language barrier.

“Riley and the Hugging Blanket” Book
Riley and the Hugging Blanket is a 12-page illustrated book about a patient 
who gets upset at the dental office, despite trying to be brave. The “Hugging 
Blanket” is explained to Riley, who accepts its use. Over time, Riley learns to 
relax, so the Hugging Blanket is no longer needed. Riley is very proud! 

pROtective stabiLizatiOn MOdeL

PSM Protective Stabilization Model (Doll, Board and Wrap) $49.00

HBK-1 “Riley and the Hugging Blanket” book – single copy $5.00

HBK-3 “Riley and the Hugging Blanket” book – 3 copies $12.00

HB-Pkg Educational Package, includes 1 PSM &  
3 “Riley and the Hugging Blanket” books* $59.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.
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Select your system size based on the patients you are likely to be accommodating.

sMaLL systeM  
For patients up to 3.5 feet tall, up to 35 pounds
Code desCription length/Width priCe

RBS Rainbow® Board Small 35''L x 10''W $117.00

RWS Rainbow Wrap Small 25''L x 35''W $143.00

RHIC Rainbow Head Stabilizer — $153.00

RHTKS–S/M Rainbow Head Tilt/Knee  
Support Set — $84.00

MediuM systeM  
For patients up to 4.5 feet tall, up to 60 pounds
Code desCription length/Width priCe

RBM Rainbow Board Medium OR 47''L x 11''W $145.00

RBHM Rainbow Board Hinged Medium 47''L x 11''W $145.00

RWM Rainbow Wrap Medium 32''L x 44''W $157.00

RHIC Rainbow Head Stabilizer –  
Sm/Med — $153.00

RHTKS–S/M Rainbow Head Tilt/Knee  
Support Set — $84.00

LaRge systeM  
For patients up to 6.0 feet tall, up to 145 pounds
Code desCription length/Width priCe

RBL Rainbow Board Large OR 59''L x 15''W $215.00

RBHL Rainbow Board Hinged Large 59''L x 15''W $215.00

RWL Rainbow Wrap Large 34''L x 49''W $170.00

RHIA Rainbow Head Stabilizer – Large — $183.00

RHTKS–LG Rainbow Head Tilt/Knee  
Support Set — $89.00

X-LaRge systeM For patients up to 6.0 feet tall, up to  
185 pounds, substitute this Rainbow Wrap:
Code desCription length/Width priCe

RWXL Rainbow Wrap X-Large 44''L x 55''W $215.00

XX-LaRge systeM For patients up to 6.0 feet tall, up to  
250 pounds, substitute this Rainbow Wrap:
Code desCription length/Width priCe

RWXXL Rainbow Wrap XX-Large 44''L x 70''W $225.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.
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All* Rainbow® Wraps come with a Knee Belt, a pair of Wristlets and a Laundry Panel. They are listed here as replacement items. 
(*The small wrap does not need and does not come with a Knee Belt.)

RainbOW® knee beLt, and RainbOW Wide safety beLt 
Code desCription length/Width priCe

RKB–M Medium Knee Belt (2-sided Velcro® ) 6''W x 40''L $18.00 

RKB–L Large Knee Belt (2-sided Velcro® ) 9''W x 43''L $28.00

RKB–XL X-Large Knee Belt (2-sided Velcro® ) 9''W x 55''L $34.00

RKB–XXL XX-Large Knee Belt (2-sided Velcro® ) 9''W x 58''L $36.00

RWSB Rainbow Wide Safety Belt 4''W x 60''L $21.00
 
RainbOW RepLaceMent WRistLets
RWC/PR One pair wristlets $9.00 

 
RepLaceMent LaundRy paneLs (3 to a Pack) 

RLP3–S/M Laundry Panels for Small and  
Medium Wraps $10.00 

RLP3–L Laundry Panels for Large Wraps $11.00

RLP3–XL/XXL Laundry Panels for XL and XXL Wraps $16.00
  

RainbOW WRap bag

RWB Rainbow Wrap Bag: One Bag fits  
all Rainbow Wrap sizes. $15.00 

 
RainbOW systeM bags

RST–S Bag for Small System $44.00

RST–M Bag for Medium System $55.00

RST–L Bag for Large System $60.00

RST–H Bag for Hinged Systems $49.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.

Replacement Items and Additional Accessories for Rainbow® Stabilizing System 
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Rainbow® Elbow & Knee Stabilizers
“Robot Arms” make the environment safe, while the patient learns
Rainbow® Elbow & Knee Stabilizers can be used as a minimally restrictive alternative 
to more complete stabilization, or they can be used inside the Rainbow Wrap 
for an additional measure of control with strong, agitated patients. They are easy 
to apply and remove, and can be used to help patients learn. Just remove the 
stabilizers one at a time as the patient begins to demonstrate reliable behavior.  
If unsafe actions re-appear, the stabilizers can be quickly re-applied. 

“Robot Arms” (as some of our customers call these handy items) start out as a flat 
sheet and are formed into a tube around the arms or legs. 

One set of stabilizers can be used on either elbows or knees. Where one size works 
on a patient’s elbows, the next size up usually works on the same patient’s knees. 
Size EKS–5L is meant for tall, thin patients (without developed biceps or thighs). 
Sizes EKS–6 and EKS–7 are trapezoidal shape (wider on top) for bulkier biceps 
or thighs.
Important: Never leave patient unattended.
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RainbOW eLbOW & knee stabiLizeRs

EKS Individual Sizes (packaged in pairs)

EKS-1 10'' x 6'' (for 6.5'' circumference limbs) $22.00

EKS–2 12'' x 8'' (for 7.5'' circumference limbs) $27.00

EKS–3 15'' x 10'' (for 9.0'' circumference limbs) $33.00

EKS–4 18'' x 10'' (for 11.0'' circumference limbs) $40.00

EKS–5 22'' x 12'' (for 13.0'' circumference limbs) $45.00

EKS–5L* 22'' x 22'' (for 13.0'' circumference legs) $95.00

EKS–6* 22'' x 18'' (for 15.5'' circumference limbs) $99.00

EKS–7* 27'' x 22'' (for 19.0'' circumference limbs) $123.00

* Made with a plastic base (see photo, lower left); EKS–6 and EKS–7 are 
trapezoidal shape.

EKS Sets (5% discount, vs individual sizes)

EKS–P Young Child Set: EKS–1, EKS–2 & EKS–3 $78.00

EKS–C Child Set: EKS–2, EKS–3 & EKS–4 $95.00

EKS–T Teen Set: EKS–4, EKS–5 & EKS–5L $171.00

EKS–A  Adult Set: EKS–6 & EKS–7 $211.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.
 

Shown is the construction of EKS–1 – EKS–5.

Shown is the construction of EKS–5L – EKS–7.
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The Wraparound handle on the Open 
Wide® Re-Usable Mouth Prop allows the 
clinician to control the prop and the  
patient’s mandible at the same time.

Open Wide® Re-Usable Mouth Prop
A Reliably Open Mouth is a Pre-Requisite for Safe, Effective  
Dental Treatment
The possibility of a patient suddenly clamping down while instruments are in 
use poses a real danger for all involved. The Open Wide® Re-Usable Mouth Prop 
is uniquely designed to solve this problem. The Wraparound handle gives you  
control of the prop, especially in situations where the patient may be inclined to 
push the prop out of the mouth. The handle curves away from the mouth, so it will 
not block oral access. It is made from a hard plastic that is highly crush-resistant 
and is over-molded with a soft, latex-free material to assure patient comfort.

A unique through-hole can be used, if desired, to hold a saliva ejector in place 
without requiring a second set of hands. The Open Wide Re-Usable Mouth Props 
can be autoclaved repeatedly without getting “gummy.”

The Tab version of the mouth prop has the same benefits as the Wraparound, 
however the “handle” is simply a small, streamlined tab, good for use with rubber 
dams and for hygiene appointments. It has a hole in the tab to allow floss to be 
threaded through for retrieval purposes.

All of our
products are
latex-free!
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The Wraparound handle allows the clinician to 
maintain control of the prop. Shown are sizes large 
(green), medium (blue) and small (purple).

The Tab version of the mouth prop has a stream-
lined handle that is an excellent choice when 
using a rubber dam, or for hygiene appointments.

Open Wide® MOuth pROp With WRapaROund handLe

OWR–2S 2 Small Mouth Props /Wraparound $24.00

OWR–2M 2 Medium Mouth Props /Wraparound $28.00

OWR–2L 2 Large Mouth Props /Wraparound $31.00

OWR–S/M 1 each Small & Medium Mouth Prop/Wraparound $26.00

OWR–M/L 1 each Medium & Large Mouth Prop/Wraparound $29.00

OWR–3 SZS 1 each Small, Medium & Large Mouth Prop/Wraparound $41.00
 
Open Wide MOuth pROp With tab handLe

OWT–2S 2 Small Mouth Props /Tab $18.00

OWT–2M 2 Medium Mouth Props /Tab $20.00

OWT–2L 2 Large Mouth Props /Tab $22.00

OWT–S/M 1 each Small & Medium Mouth Prop/Tab $19.00

OWT–M/L 1 each Medium & Large Mouth Prop/Tab $21.00

OWT–3 SZS 1 each Small, Medium & Large Mouth Prop/Tab $29.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.
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Surround® Toothbrush
For Those Who Brush Someone Else’s Teeth
The Surround® Toothbrush has a unique 3-bristle-pad design to surround the teeth, 
cleaning front, back and biting surfaces all at the same time. This means that more 
tooth surface can be cleaned in the time a caregiver is allotted, especially when the 
person cared for does not cooperate. The full length of the Surround Toothbrush – 
including the head – is covered with a non-slip, cushiony material to help protect the 
oral environment if the person moves unexpectedly during brushing. Many practices 
also use this as an orthodontic brush, and have reported good results.
▼ Head and neck are designed to bend for customization.
▼ Soft, end-rounded bristles; heart-shaped compact head. 
▼ Comes with re-usable brush head cover.
▼ Long-handled design. 

suRROund tOOthbRush – ReguLaR
Code desCription priCe/pkg. priCe per Brush savings vs. single

STB–1 Single Toothbrush $5.00 $5.00 N/A
STB–3 3 Pack $13.00 $4.34 13%
STB–6 6 Pack $23.00 $3.84 23%
STB–12 Dozen Pack $42.00 $3.50 30%
STB–72 6 Dozen $234.00 $3.25 35%
STB–144 12 Dozen $447.00 $3.10 38%
All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.

 

LATEX-
FREE!
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Also available in a Toddler size!
The Toddler Size Surround® Toothbrush features a chunky, fun  
handle to appeal to youngsters. Just like its older sibling, the 
toddler size has the unique 3-bristle-pad design, and a soft, tactile 
coating to reduce oral trauma if the child falls with the brush in 
the mouth.

suRROund® tOOthbRush – tOddLeR
Code desCription priCe/pkg. priCe per Brush savings vs single

STBC–1 Single Toddler Toothbrush $4.50 $4.50 N/A
STBC–3 3 Pack – Toddler $11.75 $3.92 13%
STBC–6 6 Pack – Toddler $20.82 $3.47 23%
STBC–12 Dozen Pack – Toddler $37.80 $3.15 30%
STBC–72 6 Dozen – Toddler $211.00 $2.93 35%
STBC–144 12 Dozen – Toddler $402.00 $2.79 38%
All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.

 

LATEX-
FREE!
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The D-Termined Program 
For Dental Practices That Include Patients with Autistic Disorders 
In this engaging DVD, Dr. Tesini goes through actual patient visits and 
describes how he helps a great majority of patients with autism learn 
cooperation skills, so they can receive dental treatment in a normal dental 
environment. 
Thanks to the NLM Family Foundation, we are able to make this program available 
for a nominal charge. Price includes shipping by mail. 

Protective Stabilization in the Dental Office:
An Introduction for Dental Professionals 
This 19-minute DVD reviews the rationale for non-chemical stabilization, 
and demonstrates the use of specific devices during actual patient visits. 

Protective Stabilization in the Dental Office:
An Introduction for Parents and Guardians
This 9-minute DVD explains the need for safety devices during dental 
procedures, showing the use of several types. It delivers a consistent 
message to parents, and is an integral component of Informed Consent.

Educational Materials for Protective Stabilization  
and Inclusion of Patients with Autism

d-teRMined pROgRaM 

DTP D-Termined Program DVD 
(Run time: 45 minutes.) $13.00 

dvds fOR staff and fOR paRents 

PS/Prof DVD: Intro for Professionals  
(Run time: 19 minutes.) $29.00

PS/Parent DVD: Intro for Parents  
(Run time: 9 minutes.) $29.00

PS/Combo 2-DVD set, including DVD for 
Parents and Professional $49.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars, and are subject to change.
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QuantitY produCt  
Code desCription priCe  

eaCh total

Shipping & Handling (S/H) – Continental U.S.*
Orders up to $35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$6.00
Orders of $36 to $100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.50
Orders of $101 to $200 . . . . . . . . . . . .$11.50
Orders of $201 to $300 . . . . . . . . . . . $16.00
Orders of $301 to $400 . . . . . . . . . . . $19.00
* Order over $400? Need expedited shipping? Shipping  
outside continental U.S.? E-mail info@specializedcare.com 
for a quote, call 800-722-7375 for assistance, or leave  
blank and we will complete it for you.

SUBTOTAL

S/H

TOTAL

PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS

We accept Visa and Master Card. If paying by one  
of these cards, please complete this section.

CREDIT CARD o VISA	 o	MASTERCARD
ACCOUNT 
NUMBER

ExPIRATION DATE VERIFICATION CODE  
FROM BACK OF CARD

CARDHOLDER’S 
NAME SIGNATURE

Bill to
DATE IS THIS yOUR FIRST ORDER WITH US?  o NO   o yES

FACILITy OR NAME

ATTENTION

ADDRESS  

CITy STATE ZIP 

PHONE (   ) E-MAIL ADDRESS 

ship to   o Same as “Bill To”

FACILITy OR NAME

ATTENTION

ADDRESS  

CITy STATE ZIP 

PHONE (   ) E-MAIL ADDRESS 

ORDER PLACED By (NAME) 

PURCHASE ORDER # (IF APPLICABLE)

ARE yOU A DENTAL OR MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL?  o NO   o yES 
IF yES, DEGREE (DDS, DMD, RDH, ETC.) 

www.specializedcare.com    24 stickney terrace Unit 2, Hampton, nH 03842-4902    603-926-0071    fax 603-926-5905    800-722-7375

TERMS ARE NET 30 DAyS. Federal Identification#: 02-051-2077.  
Orders from individuals must be prepaid with a credit card, money order or check. 

ORDER FORM
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